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A simple derivation of analytic expressions for the chromatic paraxial aberration coefficients of radial gradient-
index lenses is presented. By decomposing the transverse chromatic aberration vector of an arbitrary paraxial
ray in contributions from refraction at the surfaces and from transfer through the inhomogeneous media of the
system, remarkably short formulas for the contributions of transfer through the gradient medium to the axial
and lateral color coefficients are obtained. In the thin-lens approximation these expressions lead to well-
known results for the total chromatic aberrations of a radial gradient-index lens.  1996 Optical Society
of America
1. INTRODUCTION

The chromatic paraxial aberration coefficients for axial
and lateral color, i.e., the coefficients describing the
change with wavelength of the position and size of the im-
age, are known to be a valuable tool for investigating the
possibilities and limitations of chromatic correction for a
given system layout. Traditionally, the two chromatic
paraxial aberration coefficients are analyzed together
with the five Seidel aberration coefficients, and experi-
ence shows that only optical systems in which both types
of coefficients can be reduced to acceptable values are
capable of producing an image of high quality. As in the
homogeneous case, for gradient-index lenses simple ex-
pressions for chromatic paraxial aberration coefficients,
describing specific dispersion properties of the gradients,
are of considerable interest for optical design with these
components.

The variety of dispersion effects that occur in gradient-
index materials is larger than in the homogeneous case,
because each parameter determining the refractive-index
distribution of the gradient medium may change with
wavelength. Thus, for a radial gradient-index (RGRIN)
lens having the refractive-index distribution

n2sr2d  n0
2s1 2 kr2 1 . . .d , (1)

chromatic paraxial aberrations are due to the chromatic
changes of both n0, the refractive index on the optical axis,
and k, the coefficient of the quadratic refractive-index
term. Design examples have shown that the variation
with wavelength of the quadratic coefficient (gradient dis-
persion) plays a major role in the ability of RGRIN lenses
to reduce the number of elements in optical systems in
comparison with homogeneous systems meeting the same
specifications.1,2

Studies of the chromatic properties of gradient-index
materials have revealed remarkable properties of the gra-
dient dispersion. For instance, in addition to the ordi-
nary Abbe number, an Abbe number describing gradient
dispersion becomes a parameter that can be used for
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correcting the chromatic aberrations of the system. For
gradients fabricated by the ion-exchange method, investi-
gations of various glasses and ion-exchange pairs have
shown that a large range of gradient Abbe numbers
can potentially be obtained, particularly if multielement
exchange processes are utilized.3 Thus even negative
gradient Abbe numbers are possible.

Unlike in the homogeneous case, because of gradient
dispersion the ray transfer through the gradient me-
dium also contributes to the chromatic aberrations of
a gradient-index lens. Thus, for gradient-index lenses
having an arbitrary rotationally symmetric refractive-
index distribution, Sands showed that the total chromatic
paraxial aberrations of the lens can be written as sums
of surface and transfer contributions and that the expres-
sions of the surface contributions to the two chromatic
coefficients are precisely the same as in the case of a
homogeneous lens.4

Analytic expressions for the transfer contributions of
axial and radial gradients to the two chromatic parax-
ial aberrations were also first given by Sands.5 For ax-
ial gradients, results equivalent to those of Sands were
obtained by the present author by the method described
below. For radial gradients, however, although Sands’s
derivation is in principle correct, the results contain a
computation error6 that, seemingly, remained uncorrected
for more than two decades. At present, only results in
the thin-lens approximation are used in the literature for
the chromatic aberrations of RGRIN lenses.7

In this paper the transfer contributions of RGRIN
lenses to axial and lateral color coefficients will be ob-
tained. After a brief discussion of the paraxial approxi-
mation in Section 2, a technique for decomposing the
transverse chromatic aberration vector of an arbitrary
paraxial ray in contributions from refraction at the sur-
faces and from transfer through the inhomogeneous me-
dia of the system—a necessary prerequisite for deriving
the aberration coefficients—will be developed in Sec-
tion 3. The analytic expressions for the two transfer
coefficients will then be derived in Section 4. These ex-
pressions turn out to be equivalent to those of Sands5
1996 Optical Society of America
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after correction but are simpler than those of Sands. In
the opinion of the author, the derivation method described
here, which is closely related to that described earlier8

for the derivation of the Seidel aberration coefficients of
RGRIN lenses, is also less intricate than Sands’s original
derivation. Finally in Section 5 it will be shown that,
in a properly defined thin-lens approximation for RGRIN
lenses, the chromatic paraxial aberration coefficients de-
rived in this study lead to well-known results for the total
chromatic aberrations of a radial gradient-index lens. In
what follows, the notation will be the same as that used
in Ref. 8.

2. PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION
To derive the transfer contributions to the chromatic par-
axial aberrations, it is necessary to discuss briefly parax-
ial ray propagation in general and for RGRIN media in
particular.

Consider a rotationally symmetric optical system con-
sisting of homogeneous and RGRIN lenses. We denote
the object plane P , the paraxial image plane Q, and the
entrance pupil plane EP . We define an arbitrary ray
through the system by its normalized coordinates in the
object plane stx, tyd, the field coordinates, and in the en-
trance pupil ssx, syd, the aperture coordinates. Thus, if
rEP is the radius of the entrance pupil and rP is the maxi-
mum object height, the Cartesian ray coordinates at the
object plane are given by

xP  rP tx, yP  rP ty (2)

and at the entrance pupil plane by

xEP  rEP sx, yEP  rEP sy . (3)

At each surface the position and direction of the ray are
fully determined by the x and y coordinates of its point of
intersection with the surface and by the optical direction
cosines j and h, corresponding to x and y. (The optical
direction cosines are the direction cosines multiplied by
the refractive index.) Because of rotational symmetry,
the power series expansions of x, y, j, and h with respect
to sx, sy , tx, and ty contain only terms having an odd
total order. In what follows, it will suffice to consider x,
y, j, and h only in the paraxial approximation, which will
be denoted by a tilde over the corresponding symbol.

The paraxial approximation holds for rays propagating
through the optical system close to the optical axis, i.e.,
when the aperture and field coordinates are small. In
this case, if only the lowest-order terms in the aperture
and field coordinates are kept, at each surface of the
system x, y, j, and h are given by linear combinations
of sx, sy , tx, and ty , and it can be shown9 that the
coefficients are the height and slope of the paraxially
traced marginal and chief rays at that surface:

x̃  mtx 1 hsx , j̃  2n0wtx 2 n0usx ,

ỹ  mty 1 hsy , h̃  2n0wty 2 n0usy . (4)

Here the paraxial marginal and chief ray heights are
denoted h and m, respectively, and the corresponding
marginal and chief rays slopes are denoted u and w. (See
Fig. 1.) The sign convention adopted for u and w is that
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their signs are the opposite of those of the corresponding
direction cosines. [This is why in Eqs. (4) we have minus
signs in the equations for j̃ and h̃.]

Explicit expressions for paraxial ray tracing through
RGRIN media can be found from the solutions for
refractive-index distribution (1) of the differential equa-
tions describing the ray propagation in inhomogeneous
media.9,10 The following notation is adopted: quantities
after transfer are denoted by a prime, whereas quantities
before transfer are left unprimed.

Consider first the case k . 0. Given the values of the
coordinates and optical direction cosines before transfer
through the RGRIN medium, the corresponding values
after transfer are

x̃0  x̃ cos gd 1
j̃

n0g
sin gd ,

j̃0  j̃ cos gd 2 n0gx̃ sin gd , (5)

where d is the thickness of the RGRIN medium and g 
k1/2. Similar equations hold of course for the paraxial
approximations of y and h. By substituting into Eqs. (5)

x̃  h, x̃0  h0,

j̃  2n0u, j̃0  2n0u0, (6)

we then have for the marginal ray

u0  u cos gd 1 hg sin gd ,

h0  2
u
g

sin gd 1 h cos gd . (7)

Similarly, for the chief ray we obtain

w0  w cos gd 1 mg sin gd ,

m0  2
w
g

sin gd 1 m cos gd . (8)

For k , 0, when g is imaginary, inserting ĝ  s2kd1/2,
i.e., g  2iĝ, into Eqs. (7) and (8) and using the relations
between trigonometric functions with imaginary argu-
ments and the corresponding hyperbolic functions yields

u0  u cosh ĝd 2 hĝ sinh ĝd ,

h0  2
u
ĝ

sinh ĝd 1 h cosh ĝd ,

w0  w cosh ĝd 2 mĝ sinh ĝd ,

m0  2
w
ĝ

sinh ĝd 1 m cosh ĝd . (9)

It might be noted that the difference between the trans-
fer formulas in the two cases k . 0 and k , 0 disappears if

Fig. 1. Ray parameters of the marginal ray OB and the chief
ray AP at the first surface of the system.
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the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions are expanded
into power series. Setting

E1skd2d  cos gd, E2skd2d 
sin gd

gd
, (10)

we have, for example, for the marginal ray

u0  uE1skd2d 1 hkdE2skd2d ,

h0  udE2skd2d 1 hE1skd2d . (11)

From the series expansions of Eqs. (10) it can be observed
that E1 and E2 depend indeed only on g2  k:

E1skd2d  1 2
1
2!

kd2 1
1
4!

skd2d2 2 . . . ,

E2skd2d  1 2
1
3!

kd2 1
1
5!

skd2d2 2 . . . . (12)

Note that for k  0 we have E1  E2  1, and Eqs. (7)
and (8) become the well-known transfer equations for a
homogeneous medium. For instance, for the marginal
ray we obtain

u0  u , h0  h 2 ud . (13)

One can verify by direct substitution, using Eqs. (7) and
(8), that

H  mn0u 2 hn0w ; (14)

the well-known paraxial-system invariant in the case
of homogeneous optical systems is an invariant for sys-
tems containing RGRIN media, as well. More generally,
for rotationally symmetric systems, invariants similar to
Eq. (14) can be obtained for any pair of paraxial rays. In
what follows, a paraxial invariant formed with the mar-
ginal ray and the projection on the x–z plane of an arbi-
trary paraxial ray,

L̃x  n0ux̃ 1 hj̃ , (15)

will play a major role in the derivation of chromatic aber-
ration coefficients. As was first shown by Hopkins,9 ad-
ditional quantities that remain unchanged at transfer
through the RGRIN medium are

e1  kh2 1 u2, e2  khm 1 uw, e3  km2 1 w2.
(16)

3. CHROMATIC PARAXIAL
QUASI-INVARIANT
The first step for deriving chromatic paraxial aberration
coefficients will be the decomposition of the transverse
chromatic aberration vector of an arbitrary paraxial ray
in contributions from refraction at the surfaces and from
transfer through the inhomogeneous media of the system.
In Section 4 the transfer contributions to the transverse
chromatic ray aberration will then lead to the transfer
contributions to the axial and lateral color coefficients of
RGRIN lenses.
Vol. 13, No. 6/ June 1996/J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 1279

The decomposition method given below can be regarded
as a simplified version of the method based on the idea of
the quasi-invariant first introduced by Buchdahl11 and is
also closely related to that used for the derivation of the
Seidel aberration coefficients of RGRIN lenses.8 Since
Buchdahl’s method, which is a powerful tool for computing
monochromatic and chromatic aberration coefficients of
arbitrary order, has in its original form many details
that are not of relevance for the present purpose, for the
convenience of the reader a simplified version of it will be
discussed here in detail.

In a rotationally symmetric optical system consisting
of homogeneous and RGRIN media, let Q be the paraxial
image plane conjugated to the object plane P for some ref-
erence wavelength l0. Assume that the media at planes
P and Q are homogeneous. Because of dispersion, parax-
ial rays starting from the same object point sx̃P , ỹP d but
having different wavelengths intersect plane Q at differ-
ent points. For a ray of an arbitrary wavelength l, the
departures

J̃lx  x̃lQ 2 x̃Q , J̃ly  ỹlQ 2 ỹQ (17)

define the components of the transverse chromatic parax-
ial aberration vector of the ray. For convenience of nota-
tion, each quantity at an arbitrary wavelength is denoted
by the subscript l at the symbol of the quantity. All
quantities without this subscript are considered at the
reference wavelength l0.

As mentioned above, we first have to write the chro-
matic aberration vector [Eqs. (17)] as the sum of con-
tributions from all refractions at surfaces and transfers
through inhomogeneous media. Consider therefore the
paraxial invariant L̃x given by Eq. (15). If we note that
the change at refraction or transfer of L̃x vanishes, the
basic idea is to construct a quantity L̃lx, which reduces
to L̃x for l  l0, in such a way that the contributions to
the total chromatic aberration vector [Eqs. (17)] of refrac-
tion or transfer are related to the corresponding changes
of L̃lx. Following Buchdahl, L̃lx will be called the chro-
matic paraxial quasi-invariant.

At planes P and Q, where we have h  0, the simplest
guess for L̃lx is

L̃lxP  nP uP x̃lP , L̃lxQ  nQ uQx̃lQ . (18)

Consequently, we can write

nQuQ sx̃lQ 2 x̃Q d  L̃lxQ 2 L̃xQ . (19)

However, since L̃x is an invariant throughout the entire
system and since at the object plane P we have x̃lP  x̃P ,
it follows that

L̃xQ  L̃xP  L̃lxP . (20)

We thus have

nQuQJ̃lx  L̃lxQ 2 L̃lxP . (21)

Assuming that L̃lx can be properly defined at each surface
of the system, if we sum up the variation of L̃lx over all
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refractions and transfers in the system, Eq. (21) becomes
the desired decomposition for the first of Eqs. (17):

nQ uQJ̃lx 
P

DL̃lx . (22)

For an arbitrary quantity X, by DX we denote the differ-
ence between the values of X after and before refraction
or transfer.

The precise form of L̃lx can be determined by observ-
ing that for homogeneous optical systems, aberrations are
considered to stem only from refraction at surfaces. Thus
the variation of L̃lx at transfer through homogeneous me-
dia must vanish. Let n and nl be the refractive indices at
wavelengths l0 and l and d be the thickness of the homo-
geneous medium. Since u and jl remain unchanged, we
have

Dx̃l 
j̃ld
nl

, Dh  2ud . (23)

It can then be easily seen that L̃lx written as

L̃lx  nux̃l 1
n
nl

hj̃l (24)

satisfies the required condition:

DL̃lx  nuDx̃l 1
n
nl

j̃lDh  0 . (25)

For RGRIN lenses a straightforward generalization of
Eq. (24) is

L̃lx  n0ux̃l 1
n0

n0l

hj̃l . (26)

Equations (26) and (22), where the sum now extends only
over surfaces and RGRIN media, give the required decom-
position of the first of Eqs. (17) in surface and transfer
contributions. If we replace in these equations x and j

with y and h, respectively, a similar decomposition can
be written for the second of Eqs. (17). However, for the
purpose of this study it will suffice to consider only the
x component of chromatic aberration (17) and correspond-
ing quasi-invariant [Eq. (26)].

If we note that for the ray parameters at wavelength l,
equations similar to Eqs. (4) can be written,

x̃l  mltx 1 hlsx , j̃l  2n0lwltx 2 n0lulsx , (27)

it follows that J̃lx is a linear quantity in aperture and
field coordinates. Thus we can write

2nQuQ J̃lx  2
P

DL̃lx  Gl1sx 1 Gl2tx . (28)

Coefficients Gl1 and Gl2 are the total chromatic parax-
ial aberration coefficients of the system. The minus
sign in Eq. (28) appears to ensure, as shown below, the
well-known relationships between Gl1 and Gl2 and the
chromatic change in image position and height.12 By set-
ting sx  1 and tx  0 in Eqs. (27) and (28), we have at
plane Q
F. Bociort

Gl1  2nQ uQhlQ . (29)

From the second of Eqs. (13) it follows that the marginal
ray of wavelength l intersects the optical axis at the
distance

dls  hlQyulQ (30)

from the plane Q. In fact, Eq. (30) gives the axial dis-
placement of the paraxial image position at wavelength l

with respect to that at l0. If we consider only lowest-
order chromatic effects, in Eq. (30) ulQ can be replaced
by uQ . It follows then from Eq. (29) that axial displace-
ment (30) is related to coefficient Gl1, called the total axial
color coefficient, by

dls  2
Gl1

nQuQ
2

. (31)

Similarly, setting sx  0 and tx  1 gives

Gl2  2nQ uQ smlQ 2 mQd . (32)

Note that according to Eq. (14) we have mQnQuQ  H . If
we denote the chromatic change of an arbitrary quantity
X by

dlX  Xl 2 X , (33)

the relative chromatic change of the image height is re-
lated to Gl2 by

dlmQ

mQ
 2

Gl2

H
. (34)

Therefore Gl2 is called the total lateral color coefficient.

4. CHROMATIC PARAXIAL
ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS
In this section the analytic expressions for the transfer
contributions of a RGRIN medium to axial and lateral
color will be obtained.

Consider the variation at refraction at a surface or
transfer through a RGRIN medium of the chromatic
quasi-invariant L̃lx given by Eq. (26). Since for l  l0,
L̃lx becomes invariant (15), whose variation vanishes, we
obtain by subtraction

DL̃lx  D

√
n0ux̃l 1

n0

n0l

hj̃l

!

 D

"
n0usx̃l 2 x̃d 1 h

√
n0

n0l

j̃l 2 j̃

!#
. (35)

Substituting Eqs. (27) and (4) into Eq. (35) and using the
notation of Eq. (33) yields

DL̃lx  Dfn0usdlhsx 1 dlmtxd 2 n0hsdlusx 1 dlwtxdg .
(36)

After regrouping terms, we have

2DL̃lx  Dfn0shdlu 2 udlhdgsx 1 Dfn0shdlw 2 udlmdgtx .
(37)
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Thus, as in the case of Eq. (28), we can write for refraction
at a surface,

2DL̃lx  Sl1sx 1 Sl2tx , (38)

and for transfer through a RGRIN medium,

2DL̃lx  Tl1sx 1 Tl2tx . (39)

It follows then that the total chromatic paraxial aberra-
tion coefficients can be written as sums over surfaces and
RGRIN media,

Glp 
P

surfaces
Slp 1

P
RGRIN media

Tlp , p  1, 2 , (40)

where Sl1 and Tl1 denote surface and transfer contribu-
tions, respectively, to axial color and Sl2 and Tl2 denote
corresponding contributions to lateral color.

Equations (37)–(39) can be used as starting points for
deriving analytic expressions for the surface and transfer
contributions to axial and lateral color. However, in this
section only the derivation of the transfer contributions
will be described in detail. Since the expressions for
the surface contributions Slp are already known from
the literature,4 their derivation by the present method,
although simple, will not be reproduced here. With the
present notation these expressions read

Sl1  hn0iD

√
dln0

n0

!
, Sl2  hn0jD

√
dln0

n0

!
. (41)

Here n0i and n0j are the paraxial refraction invariants

n0i  n0hr 2 n0u, n0j  n0mr 2 n0w , (42)

where r is the surface curvature and i, j are the incidence
angles for the marginal and the chief rays, respectively
(see Fig. 1). Note that Eqs. (41) can be obtained from the
corresponding relations in the homogeneous case12 simply
by replacing n with n0.

For deriving the expressions for Tl1 and Tl2, the
same approximation will be introduced as in the case of
Eqs. (41) and of similar formulas that are commonly used
for computing chromatic paraxial aberrations for homo-
geneous optical systems: In the following derivations
only the lowest-order chromatic effects will be consid-
ered; i.e., since we interpret dl given by Eq. (33) as an
operator, in all expressions only the first-order terms in
dl will be kept.

Obviously, the above approximation is strictly valid
only for small values of the difference l 2 l0. This situa-
tion is similar to that of the Seidel aberration coefficients,
which give an accurate description of the monochromatic
aberrations only for systems having small aperture and
field. However, since the ability to control the lowest-
order monochromatic and chromatic aberration contri-
butions turns out to be a necessary (although not a
sufficient) condition for obtaining good image quality,
Seidel and chromatic paraxial coefficients are used in
practical applications also for values of aperture, field,
and wavelength range that are larger than those for which
a numerically accurate description of the system’s im-
agery by these formulas can be expected. Thus l 2 l0
Vol. 13, No. 6/ June 1996/J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 1281

is usually taken in the expressions of chromatic aberra-
tions as the full wavelength range over which the system
is to be used.

When we compare Eqs. (37) and (39), the contributions
of transfer through a RGRIN medium to axial and lateral
color can be written as

Tl1  n0fsh0dlu0 2 u0dlh0d 2 shdlu 2 udlhdg ,

Tl2  n0fsh0dlw0 2 u0dlm0d 2 shdlw 2 udlmdg . (43)

Consider first the coefficient Tl1. For determining the
explicit form of the quantities dlu0 and dlh0, note that
keeping only first-order terms in dl means that dl can be
regarded as a differential operator. Thus differentiating
transfer equations (7) shows that dlu0 and dlh0 can be
written as sums of three groups of terms,

dlu0  A1 1 A2 1 A3 ,

dlh0  B1 1 B2 1 B3 , (44)

where we have

A1  dlu cos gd 1 dlhg sin gd ,

A2  s2u sin gd 1 hg cos gddddlg ,

A3  h sin gddlg , s45d

B1  2
dlu
g

sin gd 1 dlh cos gd ,

B2 

√
2

u
g

cos gd 2 h sin gd

!
ddlg ,

B3 
1

g2
u sin gddlg . (46)

Correspondingly, the quantity in the square brackets of
the first of Eqs. (43) can also be written as

sh0dlu0 2 u0dlh0d 2 shdlu 2 udlhd  C1 1 C2 1 C3 , (47)

with

C1  h0A1 2 u0B1 2 shdlu 2 udlhd ,

C2  h0A2 2 u0B2 ,

C3  h0A3 2 u0B3 . (48)

By substituting for h0, u0, A1, and B1 their expressions
given by Eqs. (7), (45), and (46), it follows after an ele-
mentary calculation that C1  0. Observe also that,
according to Eqs. (7), A2 and B2 can be written as

A2  h0dgdlg, B2  2u0d
dlg
g

. (49)

Consequently, for C2 we obtain

C2  sh02dg2 1 u02dd

√
dlg
g

!
 de1

dlg
g

, (50)

where e1 is the first of the paraxial transfer invariants
given by Eqs. (16). Finally, if we write A3 as

A3  su0 2 u cos gdd
dlg
g

, (51)
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the expression for C3 reads

C3 
dlg
g

"
h0u0 2 u

√
h0 cos gd 1

1
g

u0 sin gd

!#
. (52)

Replacing d with 2d in Eqs. (7) allows h and u to be
expressed in terms of h0 and u0. Thus we have

h0 cos gd 1
1
g

u0 sin gd  h , (53)

and Eq. (52) becomes

C3 
dlg
g

sh0u0 2 hud . (54)

Since g  k1/2, we can write

dlg
g


1
2

dlk
k

, (55)

and the expression for Tl1 reads

Tl1 
n0

2
dlk
k

fde1 1 Dshudg . (56)

Proceeding similarly, Tl2 turns out to be

Tl2 
n0

2
dlk
k

fde2 1 Dshwdg . (57)

Equations (56) and (57) are the final expressions of
the contributions of transfer through RGRIN media to
axial and lateral color. As will be shown in Section 5, for
practical purposes it is convenient to express dlk in these
expressions through the gradient Abbe number. Thus,
as in the homogeneous case, for RGRIN lenses Eqs. (40)
and (41) and Eqs. (56) and (57) give the two chromatic
paraxial aberration coefficients in terms of data of the
marginal and chief rays, which are traced through the
system paraxially at reference wavelength l0.

Note also the remarkable simplicity of Eqs. (56) and
(57). As in the case of the Seidel coefficients,8 these ex-
pressions are shorter than other possible equivalent ex-
pressions because complete symmetry exists between the
quantities before and after transfer. Thus in Eqs. (56)
and (57) the paraxial marginal- and chief-ray data appear
either through transfer invariants (16) or as differences
given by the D operators. Correcting the error6 in the re-
sults obtained earlier by Sands5 leads to expressions that
are equivalent to Eqs. (56) and (57) but not as simple as
the latter.

As an additional verification of correctness for Eqs. (56)
and (57), for various lenses where the radial gradient con-
tributes substantially to chromatic aberrations, numerical
results obtained with Eqs. (40) and (41) and Eqs. (56) and
(57) were compared with results obtained with Eqs. (29)
and (32), which are generally valid for rotationally sym-
metrical optical systems. Recall that, whereas exact for-
mulas (29) and (32), which are expressed in terms of rays
traced at both l and l0, are valid for arbitrary values of
the difference l 2 l0, i.e., for arbitrary values of dl, in ap-
proximate expressions (41) and (56) and (57), only linear
terms in dl have been kept. In numerical tests, for small
values of dln0 and dlk it was observed that when dln0 and
F. Bociort

dlk are increased by a factor g the difference between the
exact and the approximate results increases nearly as g2.
This confirms the fact that for transfer through a RGRIN
medium the linear terms in dl are correctly described by
Eqs. (56) and (57).

5. THIN-LENS APPROXIMATION
For simple optical systems, thin-lens theory is a useful
tool for obtaining additional insight into the possibilities
and limitations of aberration correction. In this sec-
tion it will be shown that in a suitably defined thin-lens
approximation, the results derived above lead for the
total chromatic aberrations of RGRIN lenses to the
same expressions as those that are well-known from
the literature.7

For homogeneous optical systems, thin-lens formulas
for paraxial quantities and Seidel and chromatic aber-
rations are obtained by setting the lens thickness equal
to zero in the exact formulas. For RGRIN lenses this
approach is not adequate, because in this way the con-
tributions stemming from transfer through the gradient
medium would be lost. To include the gradient medium
contributions into the thin-lens theory, we note that a thin
RGRIN lens situated in air snP  nQ  1d can be regarded
as a homogeneous thin lens of refractive index n0 having
the same curvatures in contact with a thin Wood lens.
(A Wood lens is a RGRIN lens with plane end faces.10)

Consider first a thin Wood lens having a thickness
much smaller than its focal length

d ,, j fW j . (58)

As will be shown below, the above approximation is
equivalent to the condition

jkjd2 ,, 1 . (59)

With condition (59), Eqs. (12) become E1  E2  1, and
transfer equations (11) for the marginal ray read

u0  u 1 kdh , (60)

h0  h 2 ud . (61)

Note that Eq. (61) is the same as in the case of a homo-
geneous medium of finite thickness. However, as in the
latter case, the change of the ray height inside the thin
RGRIN lens can be regarded as small, and Eq. (61) will
be replaced with

Dh  0 . (62)

Consider an axial object point situated at infinity (see
Fig. 2). Since the end surfaces are plane, we have in the
gradient medium at the first surface u  0, and conse-
quently

hyfW  uQ  n0u0  n0kdh . (63)

The first equality in Eq. (63) is deduced from Fig. 2, the
second one comes from refraction at the second end face,
and the third one follows from Eq. (60). Thus the focal
length of the Wood lens is

fW  sn0kdd21, (64)
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Fig. 2. Focal length of a thin Wood lens (see text).

and its power fg  fW
21 is given by

fg  n0kd . (65)

[Condition (59) now follows immediately from condition
(58).] The total power of an arbitrary thin RGRIN lens
having end faces of curvatures r1 and r2 will then be the
sum f  fh 1 fg of the powers of its homogeneous part

fh  sn0 2 1dsr1 2 r2d (66)

and of its gradient part [Eq. (65)].
To obtain the total chromatic paraxial aberration coeffi-

cients of a thin RGRIN lens, consider first Eq. (56). With
Eqs. (16) and Eqs. (60)–(62) the first term in the square
brackets reads

de1  kh2d 1 u2d  hDu 2 uDh  hDu .

Thus we have

de1 1 Dshud  2hDu  2h2 fg

n0

, (67)

and the transfer contribution of the RGRIN medium to
axial color reads

Tl1 
dlk
k

h2fg . (68)

The total axial color of the lens is the sum of transfer
contribution (68) and the corresponding contributions of
the two end faces:

Gl1  Sl1,1 1 Tl1 1 Sl1,2 . (69)

It follows from Eqs. (41) and (42) and Eqs. (65) and (66)
that the sum of the surface contributions can be rewritten
as

Sl1,1 1 Sl1,2  h
dln0

n0
fsn0id1 2 sn0id2g , (70)

where we have

sn0id1 2 sn0id2  n0hr1 2 n0u 2 sn0hr2 2 n0u0 d

 n0hsr1 2 r2d 1 n0kdh


n0h

n0 2 1
fh 1 hfg . (71)
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Since we can write

dln0

n0
1

dlk
k


dlsn0kd

n0k
, (72)

the total axial color [Eq. (69)] of a thin RGRIN lens reads

Gl1  h2

"
dln0

n0 2 1
fh 1

dlsn0kd
n0k

fg

#
. (73)

Proceeding similarly, for lateral color we obtain

Gl2  hm

"
dln0

n0 2 1
fh 1

dlsn0kd
n0k

fg

#
. (74)

Thus if the stop is situated at the lens, we have m  0,
and lateral color vanishes.

For a thin lens it can be easily shown that Eq. (29),
giving the total axial color of the lens for arbitrary values
of the difference l 2 l0, can be rewritten as

Gl1  h2sfl 2 fd . (75)

However, since we have

fl 2 f  dlf  dlfh 1 dlfg

 sr1 2 r2ddln0 1 ddlsn0kd

 fh
dln0

n0 2 1
1 fg

dlsn0kd
n0k

, (76)

it can be observed that Eq. (73) for the total axial color
of the thin RGRIN lens, which has been derived above by
assuming that l 2 l0 is a small quantity, is in fact valid
for arbitrary values of l 2 l0.

In analogy to the Abbe number of homogeneous glasses,
it is convenient to define for RGRIN glasses an Abbe
number describing the change with wavelength of n0,

n0 2 1
dln0

 nh 
n0d 2 1

n0F 2 n0C

, (77)

and an Abbe number describing the change with wave-
length of n0k,

n0k
dlsn0kd

 ng 
sn0kdd

sn0kdF 2 sn0kdC

, (78)

where n0 and k are considered, as usual, at the wave-
lengths of 587.6 nm (helium d line), 656.3 nm, and
486.1 nm (hydrogen C and F lines). Substituting
Eqs. (77) and (78) into Eq. (73) leads, for the axial color
coefficient of the thin RGRIN lens, to the well-known
expression1 – 3,7

Gl1  h2

√
fh

nh
1

fg

ng

!
. (79)

In the literature the index of refraction of a RGRIN
glass is often given by

nsrd  N00 1 N10r2 1 . . . . (80)

It can be easily seen that the coefficients of Eq. (80) are
related to the coefficients of the refractive-index distribu-
tion used in this study [Eq. (1)] by

N00  n0 , N10  2n0ky2 . (81)
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Consequently, the gradient Abbe number [Eq. (78)] can
be written also as1 – 3,7

ng 
N10d

N10F 2 N10C

. (82)

For numerical computations of the surface and trans-
fer contributions to the chromatic paraxial aberrations
[Eqs. (41) and Eqs. (56) and (57)] it is convenient to
express dln0 and dlk also through the Abbe numbers
[Eqs. (77) and (78)]. We find that

dln0

n0


n0 2 1
n0nh

, (83)

and, from Eq. (72), that

dlk
k

 ng
21 2

n0 2 1
n0nh

. (84)

Thus Eqs. (41), Eqs. (56) and (57), and Eqs. (83) and (84)
provide a generalization of thin-lens expression (79) for
RGRIN lenses having finite thickness.

6. SUMMARY
Analytic expressions have been obtained for the contribu-
tions of transfer through a radial gradient medium of ar-
bitrary thickness to the axial and lateral color coefficients
[Eqs. (56) and (57)]. The remarkable simplicity of these
expressions is due to the complete symmetry existing be-
tween the quantities before and after transfer through the
medium. Together with the expressions of the surface
contributions [Eqs. (41)], Eqs. (56) and (57) give the con-
tributions of a RGRIN lens to the total chromatic parax-
ial aberration coefficients of the system [Eqs. (40]. As in
the homogeneous case, we can compute all contributions
by tracing the marginal and chief rays through the sys-
tem, using paraxial transfer formulas [Eqs. (7)–(9) and
Eqs. (13)] and the definitions of several paraxial invari-
ants [Eqs. (16) and (42)]. In the formulas for the chro-
matic aberrations, ordinary and gradient dispersion can
be expressed through the two Abbe numbers character-
izing the RGRIN material [Eqs. (83) and (84)]. In the
thin-lens approximation, the total axial color coefficient
F. Bociort

of a RGRIN lens reduces to Eq. (79), already widely used
in the literature on gradient-index optics.
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